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ABSTRACT 

 

The acute changes that occur in foot morphology and the distribution of plantar 
pressures during barefoot running after applying a barefoot running protocol was 
analyzed. A total of 42 subjects of both sexes participated in the study, divided into 
shod (SH) (n=20) and barefoot (BF) (n=22). The foot’s anthropometry, arch index 
(AI) and plantar pressures were evaluated before and after the intervention, which 

consisted in running at 3.05 m‧s-1 during 20 min. The nondominant foot of the BF 

group decreased the height of its plantar arch (AI pre=0.20, AI post=0.22, p=0.01, 
ES=0.4). Furthermore, the barefoot race caused in the nondominant feet smaller 
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decreases of plantar pressure and smaller decreases of the plantar support 
surface than running with shoes. 

 

KEYWORDS: Plantar arch, plantar footprint, plantar pressure, dominant foot, 

running, barefoot, biomechanics. 

 

RESUMEN 

 

El objetivo de esta investigación fue analizar modificaciones agudas que se 
producen en la morfología del pie y distribución de presiones plantares luego de la 
aplicación de un protocolo de carrera a pie descalzo. 42 subjects de ambos sexos 
participaron de este estudio. quienes fueron divididos en Grupo Calzado (GC) 
(n=20) y Grupo Descalzo (GD) (n=22). Se evaluó antropometría del pie. índice del 
arco (AI) y presiones plantares antes y después de la intervención. que consistió en 
correr a 3.05 m·s-1 durante 20 min. El pie no dominante del GD disminuyó la altura 
de su arco plantar (AI pre=0.20. AI post=0.22; p=0.01; ES=0.4). asimismo. la carrera 
descalza produjo en el pie no dominante menores aumentos en los valores de 
presión plantar y menores disminuciones en la superficie de apoyo plantar que el 
correr con calzado. 

 

PALABRAS CLAVE: Arco plantar, huella plantar, presión plantar, pie dominante, 

carrera, descalzo, biomecánica. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The foot turns into an interesting study focus when movements like running are 
analyzed. It can even be considered as a starting point from an anatomic functional 
and biomechanical approach, because this segment is in contact with the 
supporting surface applying the forces generated by the locomotive apparatus and 
receiving the reaction forces of the ground (Salazar Gómez. 2007). 

 

The role of the foot while practicing sports running has been widely studied, and in 
recent years there has been increasing interest in studying barefoot running (BFR) 
or the use of minimalist shoeing that provides minimal protection and minimal 
functional modification of the foot. Bramble and Lieberman (2004) (Lieberman, 
2006) theorize from an evolutionary approach, specifying that the human foot 
evolved after acquiring the bipedal position reached by Australopithecus afarensis 
about 2.2 million years ago (Susman, 1983). Bramble and Lieberman (2004) also 
open an interesting debate by stating that resistance  running, was a key factor in 
the evolution of modern human beings, and that during its practice as a means of 
locomotion and hunting there was no mediation of shoes to achieve the current 
foot of homo sapiens. 
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The above shows that the evolution of the human foot caused by the practice of 
long distances at relatively low speeds took place without using o specialized 
shoes, whose use is a rather recent phenomenon. In spite of the present 
massiveness of the use of sports shoes, characterized by their increasingly 
complex design and manufacture, which offer improved performance and 
decreased occurrence of injuries, there is an increased incidence of injuries that 
occur in the foot, the ankle, and the knee which vary between 30% and 75% of the 
runners every year (Daoud et al., 2012). This reality led the scientific community to 
question itself and motivate the realization of various studies oriented at inquiring 
on the differences existing between running barefoot, with minimalist shoes, or with 
sports shoes. 

 

From 1999 to 2013 the study focus was centered on the analysis of kinematic, 
kinetic, and electric muscle activity variables -through the use of electromiography 
(EMG)- that were produced acutely after a barefoot training session. Since various 
hypotheses related to the chronic changes in those who begin practicing BFR, 
other variables like control of stability in the frontal plane (Ekizos, Santuz & 
Arampatzis, 2017), loads on the Achilles tendon (Rice & Patel, 2017), static 
equilibrium in posturography (Smith et al., 2015), tibial rotation and its influence on 
the abduction of the calcaneus (Fischer, Willwacher, Hamill & Bruggemann, 2017), 
use of minimalist shoes for the recovery and then run a marathon, a role of fatigue 
in the absorption of ankle forces (Hashish, Samarawickrame, Baker & Salem, 
2016), improvement of cognitive capacities that occur by running barefoot 
(Alloway, Alloway, Magyari & Floyd, 2016), muscular rigidity (Tam, Astephen 
Wilson, Coetzee, van Pletsen & Tucker, 2016), running economy in women 
(Berrones et al., 2016), change in the typology of the medial longitudinal plantar 
arch (MLPA) (Dolenec, Radi & Strojnik, 2015), and the slope of the ground on 
which one runs (An, Rainbow, Cheung, 2015), among others. 

 

In spite of the increasing number of studies that have been developed in this field, 
there are some aspects that have hardly been explored, such as the morphological 
adaptations that take place in the foot and allow a subject to adopt a BFR training. 
In this respect, a single study inquired on bone adaptations after ten weeks of 
using FiveFingers© minimalist sports shoes (Ridge et al., 2013), finding that in ten 
out of 19 subjects there was an increase in the degree of edema in the spinal bone 
marrow, pointing to the risks of the adoption of this training style. Another one of 
the few studies along this line is that of Johnson et al. (Johnson, Myrer, Mitchell, 
Hunter & Ridge, 2015), who described changes in the size of the intrinsic muscles 
of the foot after ten weeks of BFR training. 

 

Beside the two papers mentioned in the previous paragraph, to date no papers 
have been published inquiring on the morphological changes that take place in the 
foot after practicing barefoot running or on the behavior of the plantar pressures, 
focused on postural balance in a static situation. That is why it is understandable 
that there still are knowledge voids which, if clarified, would contribute to 
understand the foot’s behavior in a subject that is starting BFR. 
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Because of the above, the objective of this study was to analyze acute changes 
that take place in the foot’s morphology and the distribution of plantar pressures 
after the application of a barefoot running protocol, establishing as a hypothesis 
that acute modifications are produced in both the morphological variables as well 
as in the plantar pressure of the subjects who run barefoot. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Subjects 

 

Forty-two subjects (36 men and 6 women) studying physical activity science (20.74 
± 2.73 years old; 71.47 ± 8.78 kg weight, 1.72 ± 0.07 m height and 24.23 ± 2.42 
kg·m-2 BMI) participated voluntarily in this study after signing an informed consent 
written under the guidelines and the approval of the Ethics Committee of the 
Universidad de Santiago de Chile (Ethical report No. 184-2018). At the time of 
signing the consent, the subjects answered a questionnaire in which they were 
asked about their sport practice habits and the existence of ankle and/or foot 
injuries. 

 

Participants aged between 18 and 35 years who ran between 5 and 10 km per 
week in at least two weekly sessions and did not run barefoot during their practice. 
No subjects who had suffered a foot and/or ankle injury in the last six months were 
included. 

 

The total sample was divided into a barefoot group (BF) with n=22 and a shod 
group (SG) with n=20. The subjects were characterized according to age, body 
mass and height, body mass index (BMI), and foot length normalized to the height 
(FLn). Both groups showed that they had no statistically significant differences in 
the characterization variables (Table 1). 
 

 

BAREFOOT GROUP 
N = 22 

SHOD GROUP  
N = 20 

p 

Age (years) 20.18 ±1.84 21.35 ±3.41 0.25 

Weight (kg) 69.23 ±9.70 73.93 ±7.09 0.08 

Height (m) 1.71 ±0.08 1.73 ±0.06 0.33 

BMI (kg·m-2) 23.72 ±2.59 24.79 ±2.13 0.06 

FLn Left 0.15 ±0.01 0.15 ±0.00 0.74 

FLn Right 0.15 ±0.01 0.15 ±0.00 0.79 

Table 1. Characterization of the groups. FLn = Normalized foot length. 

 

The participants were measured and weighed with a Seca© anthropometer model 
220 (Germany) with an incorporated digital balance. The BMI was calculated with 
these data. 
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To verify that the subjects complied with the sample’s selection criteria, a 
questionnaire of our own design on podalic and postural health and sport history 
(Sánchez et al., 2017) was applied. In addition, they were asked which was their 
dominant foot, defined as the one that they use to kick a ball and the one that they 
use in the first step of a staircase (Lake, Laude & Smith, 2011). 

 

Procedure 

 

To not alter the results from activities that the subjects performed before going into 
the laboratory, each subject remained at rest for 10 minutes in a supine position 
(Jimenez-Ormeño, Aguado, Delgado-Abellan, Mecerreyes & Alegre, 2011). Then 
the anthropometric measurements of the foot and the plantar pressures were 
made. Then each participant ran on a treadmill (Technogym model Excite Run 
500, Italy) during 20 min at 3.05 m·s-1 (11 k·h-1), with a slope of 5%. This speed 
was chosen because it has been the most frequently used one in running 
kinematics and plantar pressure evaluation related to BFR (Warne et al., 2017). 
The SH subjects ran with their conventional sports shoes and the BF subjects ran 
barefoot. Once this event was finished, their anthropometric measurements and 
plantar pressures were evaluated again. 

 

To obtain data that indicate the size and shape of the subjects’ feet, the 
anthropometric measurement was made, consisting in measuring the foot length 
(FL), forefoot width (FW), hindfoot width (HW), and navicular height (NH). 

 

The participants were made to stand on a level table in an upright relaxed two-
footed standing position with both feet 10 cm apart. The location of the feet was 
controlled with lines drawn on the evaluation table. The evaluator marked the 
anatomic point determined by the underface of the tuberosity of the navicular bone 
(Fig. 1). 

 

 
Figure 1. Anthropometric evaluation. 

 

An anthropometer with a precision of 0.1 mm was used for the measurements. FL, 
FW, HW, and NH were obtained according to the protocol presented by Sánchez 
(2017). To compare the dimensions between subjects, the variables were 
normalized by dividing them by the subjects’ height, obtaining the normalized foot 
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length (FLn), the normalized forefoot width (FWn), the normalized hindfoot width 
(HWn) and the normalized navicular height (NHn). 

 

To evaluate the distribution of plantar pressures the subjects were made to stand 
with the body weight distributed evenly over both bare feet on a pressure 
posturology Presscam V4 platform (baropodoscope) (Sidas©, Francia) with 1600 
reading sensors. Once the position was stabilized, the print of the plantar 
pressures obtained from the average of 10 s at a frequency of 100 Hz was 
obtained. The application of the equipment provides the maximum pressure, 
understood as the value obtained by the sensor that registered the highest 

pressure expressed in kgcm-2 and the plantar support surface of each foot. 
expressed in cm2. The maximum pressure was normalized to the subject’s body 
weight (MP°n). and the plantar support surface was normalized to the subject’s 
height (MSn). Furthermore, the location of the maximum pressure point of plantar 
support standing on both feet (MP°P) was defined, and it can be located on the 
dominant or not dominant foot, on an anterior or posterior quadrant, depending on 
the variation of the projection of the center of gravity. 

 

From the print obtained with the pressure posturology platform (baropodoscope), 
and the  analysis with the AreaCalc software (Elvira. Vera-García & Meana, 2008), 
the Arch Index of Cavanagh and Rodgers (1987) (AI) (Cavanagh, Rodgers & 
Virginia, 1986) was calculated, determining the type of foot (cavus, flat or normal). 

 

Statistical analysis 

 

Descriptive statistics was used for the continuous variables. The Shapiro Wilk test 
was used to determine the normality of the variables. 

 

For the initial comparison of both groups in the characterization variables use was 
made of the t test for independent samples when the variables presented a normal 
distribution, and the Mann Whitney test when this condition was not present. 

 

Results between the pre- and post-test of each group were compared applying t 
tests for the related samples. When the variables were not distributed normally, the 
statistical test was used. 

 

Additionally, the size effect was calculated for each of the comparative analyses 
from the calculation of Cohen’s d. 

 

The statistical significance was determined as p<0.05. All the analyses were made 
using the statistical GraphPad Prism program (version 7.0). 
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RESULTS 

 

Table 2 shows a comparison between SH and BF in the two evaluation instances 
of all the studied evaluations. In the dominant foot both groups showed equal 
conditions for all the variables except in NHn, whose value was 0.021 for BF and 
0.019 for SH; with statistically significant differences. With respect to the not-
dominant foot, significant differences were found between both groups in MPºn and 
MSn. The BF had higher pressures than SH, with values of 12.18 against 10.53, 
and lower MSn with values of 52.52 against 57.68, both statistically significant. 

 

The results obtained in the post-test are shown on the right side of Table 2, where 
it is seen that in the dominant foot the difference between the groups seen in 
variable NHn disappeared, but two new significant differences appear in MPºn and 
MSn. In MPºn BF is 12.36 and SH is 10.53. On the contrary, SH had a value of 
58.38 for MSn which is 12.8% greater than that registered for BF. This condition 
also appeared in the pre-test, but in contrast with the post-test no significant 
differences were found. 

 

With respect to the not-dominant foot, it is seen that the statistically significant 
differences were maintained between the groups in the MPºn and MSn variables, 
with the same pattern seen in the pre-test. 
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 PRE-TEST POST-TEST 

  

Shod 

Group  
Barefoot 
Group  p 

Shod 

Group  
Barefoot 
Group  p 

DOMINANT 
FOOT       

FLn 0.15 ±0.00 0.15 ±0.01 0.93 0.15 ±0.00 0.15 ±0.01 0.70 

FWn 0.06 ±0.00 0.06 ±0.00 0.49 0.06 ±0.00 0.06 ±0.00 0.51 

HWn 0.04 ±0.00 0.04 ±0.00 0.36 0.04 ±0.00 0.04 ±0.00 0.49 

NHn 0.019 ±0.00 0.021 ±0.00 <0.0001*** 0.02 ±0.00 0.02 ±0.00 0.19 

MP°n 10.90 ±2.25 12.22 ±2.67 0.92 10.53 ±1.74 12.36 ±3.17 0.03* 

MSn 55.95 ±9.25 48.46 ±11.57 0.05 58.38 ±8.94 51.75 ±7.92 0.01* 

AI 0.21 ±0.09 0.20 ±0.09 0.91 0.22 ±0.08 0.22 ±0.08 0.98 

NOT 
DOMINANT 

FOOT 

      

FLn 0.15 ±0.00 0.15 ±0.01 0.94 0.15 ± 0.00 0.15 ±0.01 0.96 

FWn 0.06 ± 0.00 0.06 ±0.00 0.75 0.06 ±0.00 0.06 ±0.00 0.47 

HWn 0.04 ±0.00 0.04 ±0.00 0.69 0.04 ±0.00 0.04 ±0.00 0.78 

NHn 0.02 ± 0.00 0.02 ±0.00 0.35 0.02 ±0.00 0.02 ±0.00 0.72 

MP°n 10.53 ±2.09 12.18 ±3.11 0.04* 9.74 ±1.97 11.65 ±2.74 0.01* 

MSn 57.68 ±8.93 52.52 ±8.74 0.03* 60.40 ±6.22 54.33 ±8.17 0.03* 

AI 0.23 ±0.08 0.20 ±0.09 0.17 0.24 ±0.07 0.22 ±0.07 0.35 

Table 2. Comparison between the pre-test and post-test groups. FLn: Normalized foot length; FWn: 
Normalized forefoot width; HWn: Normalized hindfoot width; NHn: Normalized navicular height; 

MP°n: Normalized maximum pressure; MSn: Normalized maximum surface; AI: Arch index. 

 

With respect to the comparisons between the pre- and post-test in a same group, 
the left side of Table 3 shows the comparison in the SH, showing that in the 
dominant foot a statistically significant difference was registered only in the FLn 
variable oriented to an increase of this variable 0.1506 in the pre-test to 0.1512 in 
the post-test, which represents a 0.01% increase. Although this change is 
statistically significant (p=0.02), it had a small size effect (ES=0.13). With respect 
to the not-dominant foot, statistically significant differences were registered 
between the pre- and post-test in the MP°n and MSn variables. MP°n decreased 
7.5%, from 10.53 to 9.74 in the post-test, with a medium size effect (ES=0.4). On 
the contrary, MSn increased 4.71% from the pre- to the post-test, from 57.68 to 
60.40, also with a medium size effect (ES=0.4). 

 

The right side of the table shows the comparison of the results obtained between 
the pre- and the post-test in the BF. In the dominant foot, modifications took place 
between the pre- and post-test in the HWn and NHn variables, with statistically 
significant differences. In the case of the former, a change took place from 0.0366 
to 0.0371, with a small size effect (ES=0.17). NHn, on the other hand, underwent a 
decrease, registering a value of 0.0213 in the pre-test and 0.0204 in the post-test, 
with a small size effect (ES=0.18). In the not-dominant foot, on the other hand, a 
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statistically significant difference was registered only in AI, with a 10% increase, 
with a small size effect (ES=0.3). 

 

 SHOD GROUP BAREFOOT GROUP 

  Pre-Test Post-Test p ES Pre-Test Post-Test p ES 

DOMINANT 
FOOT         

FLn 0.15 ±0.00 0.15 ±0.00 0.02* 0.13 0.15 ±0.01 0.15 ±0.01 0.61 0.02 

FWn 0.06 ±0.00 0.06 ±0.00 0.88 0.05 0.06 ±0.00 0.06 ±0.00 0.79 0.04 

HWn 0.04 ±0.00 0.04 ±0.00 0.25 0.14 0.04 ±0.00 0.04 ±0.00 0.02* 0.17 

NHn 0.02 ±0.00 0.02 ±0.00 0.88 0.03 0.02 ±0.00 0.02 ±0.00 0.04* 0.18 

MP°n 10.90 ±2.25 10.53 ±1.74 0.26 0.18 12.22 ±2.67 12.36 ±3.17 0.84 0.05 

MSn 55.95 ±9.25 58.38 ±8.94 0.07 0.27 48.46 ±11.57 51.75 ±7.92 0.11 0.33 

AI 0.21 ±0.09 0.22 ±0.08 0.39 0.10 0.20 ±0.09 0.22 ±0.08 0.23 0.22 

NOT 
DOMINANT 

FOOT   

 

     
FLn 0.15 ±0.00 0.15 ± 0.00 >0.999 0 0.15 ±0.01 0.15 ±0.01 0.68 0.06 

FWn 0.06 ± 0.00 0.06 ±0.00 0.73 0.09 0.06 ±0.00 0.06 ±0.00 0.78 0.04 

HWn 0.04 ±0.00 0.04 ±0.00 0.12 0.16 0.04 ±0.00 0.04 ±0.00 0.30 0.13 

NHn 0.02 ± 0.00 0.02 ±0.00 0.86 0.03 0.02 ±0.00 0.02 ±0.00 0.11 0.17 

MP°n 10.53 ±2.09 9.74 ±1.97 0.03* 0.39 12.18 ±3.11 11.65 ±2.74 0.36 0.18 

MSn 57.68 ±8.93 60.40 ±6.22 0.01* 0.35 52.52 ±8.74 54.33 ±8.17 0.16 0.21 

AI 0.23 ±0.08 0.24 ±0.07 0.47 0.17 0.20 ±0.09 0.22 ±0.07 0.01* 0.26 

Table 3. Intra-group comparison in the pre-test and post-test FLn: Normalized foot length; FWn: 
Normalized forefoot width; HWn: Normalized hindfoot width; NHn: Normalized navicular height; 

MP°n: Normalized maximum pressure; MSn: Normalized maximum surface; AI: Arch index. 

 

Table 4 specifies the behavior of the MP°P with respect to its location before and 
after the intervention. It is seen that 35% of the subjects of the SH changed the 

location of their MP°P after running 20 min at 3.05 ms-1 wearing conventional 
sports shoes, in contrast with 63.64% of the BF group. The table also shows the 
percentage of subjects who not only changed the position of their MP°P, but they 
also changed feet, with 25% of the SH group presenting this condition, compared 
to 50% of the BF subjects. The table’s results are illustrated in Fig. 2. 
 

 SHOD GROUP  BAREFOOT GROUP 

  n % n % 

Subjects that 
changed the location 

of the MP°P 

7 35.00 14 63.64 

Subjects in which the  
MP°P changed foot  

5 25.00 11 50.00 

Table 4. Descriptive summary of the modifications seen in the location of the Maximum Pressure 
Point of the plantar support in standing position (MP°P). 
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Figure 2. Example of plantar pressures obtained before (left) and after (right) the intervention. A 
modification of the location of the Point of Maximum Pressure of plantar support in the standing 

position (letter M), from the right hindfoot to the left forefoot after the intervention. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

The hypothesis presented in this paper stated that there would be acute 
modifications in the morphological variables as well as in the plantar pressures in 
the subjects who ran barefoot, and this hypothesis was confirmed partially because 
anatomically significant modifications occurred only in the height of the MLPA, and 
in the plantar pressures only a decrease of MP°n and MSn was seen. 

 

As other authors have shown (Jimenez-Ormeño et al., 2011), in this study 
morphological changes were found in some of these variables after applying the 
intervention protocol. They can be summarized in changes between groups and 
within groups. In the present study the only morphological variable changes 
recorded between groups was NHn of the dominant foot, which in the pre-test 
showed a significant difference in favor of the BF, but after the intervention this 
difference disappeared. This result can shed some light on the behavior of the 
height of MLPA which, according to Tsung et al., after an exercise which assumes 
a load -such as running- the MLPA can decrease its height by up to 15% (Tsung, 
Zhan, Fan & Boone, 2003). In this particular case, the conditions of both groups 
were equalized after the intervention, with the decrease of NHn in the BF the factor 
that caused the disappearance of the difference found in the pre-test. 

 

With respect to the differences within the same group, it was shown that between 
the pre- and the post-tests the SH increased the dominant foot length, and the BF 
increased the heel width, results that agree with what was reported by Coughley 
and Mawsdey with respect to the increase of the total volume of the foot and ankle 
after running for 20 min (Cloughley & Mawdsley, 1995). On the contrary, after the 
intervention the BF decreased the height of the MLPA, a result that confirms what 
was stated in the previous paragraph, where the change registered in the BF was 
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responsible for the disappearance of the differences between groups noted in the 
post-test. 

 

Although the changes found in the morphological variables of FLn, NHn, and HWn 

due to the intervention allow us to say that barefoot running for 20 min at 3.05 ms-1 
led to an increased heel width and a decrease of the height of the MLPA, it must 
be noted that when analyzing the not normalized values the differences are caused 
by real changes of the foot’s size in the order of 1 mm. We believe that if we 
consider how this modification can influence the postural stability or the comfort of 
using shoes -which considers at least differences of 5 to 8 mm in the size of the 
shoe’s dimensions compared to those of the foot- the change can be negligible 
(Miller, Nigg, Liu, Stefanyshyn & Nurse, 2000). This reflection is also supported by 
the small effect size registered in each of the variables in question, which did not 
exceed 0.2. Therefore, the stated findings must be taken in moderation. 

 

With respect to the comparison between groups of the variables related to plantar 
pressure and the plantar print, it must be stated that various studies have 
described that after running there is an increase of the plantar pressure running on 
a treadmill or on the ground (Kyung, Ali & Fernandez, 2017). The differences seen 
between the groups on the not-dominant foot in MP°n and MSn before and after 
the intervention tells us that it did not produce changes between the groups. 
However, the intervention protocol used produced a decrease of the plantar 
pressures and an increase of the plantar support surface in the not-dominant group 
in the SH, a result that can be related to some extent to the work of Hohmann et al. 
on marathon runners, where they found that the changes in the plantar pressure 
occurred mostly in the dominant foot (Hohmann, Reaburn, Tetsworth & Imhoff, 
2016). The same changes were found in BF, but without statistical significance, 
providing clues on the fact that barefoot running modifies these variables to a lower 
extent when conventional sports shoes are used. This result can be contrasted 
with what has been found by other authors in the sense that barefoot running tends 
to increase the pressure and decrease the surface (Bergstra et al., 2015) 
(Fernández-Torres et al., 2018). In the dominant foot, on the other hand, a 
difference was recorded in the post-test, given by an increase of the MP°n in the 
BF and a decrease in the SH. Also, a difference was registered in the MSn 
variable, where both groups increased, with this increase greater in the BF 
compared to the SH, taking into account the size of the effect (d=0.27 for SH and 
d=0.33 for BF). Because this difference appeared after the application of the 
running protocol, it can be considered as a consequence of it. Again, these values 
agree with those of previous studies. But since they show no consistency, these 
changes must be taken cautiously. 

 

One of the limitations of this study is the fact that the baropodoscope used did not 
distinguish among the plantar pressures registered for the different zones of the 
foot, so this does not allow the results cannot be compared with those of other 
authors who found increased plantar pressures in specific zones like that of the 
forefoot (Szulc et al., 2017). Also, a number of studies have used instrumental 
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insoles, whose results can differ from those obtained on a platform (Chevalier, 
Hodgins & Chockalingam, 2010). 

 

The AI variable, which through the analysis of the plantar support areas allows 
determining the constitution of the MLPA and in turn classify flat, normal and cavus 
feet, only showed significant differences between the pre- and post-test in the not 
dominant foot in BF, with a tendency to flattening the plantar arch, as stated by 
Tsung et al. (Tsung et al., 2003) and Jiménez et al. (Jimenez-Ormeño et al., 2011). 
A similar study made on running is that of Maslon et al. (Maslon, Golec, Szczygiel, 
Czechowska & Golec, 2016), who found that runners flatten the arch of the foot as 
an active force-absorbing mechanism. 

 

The changes seen in the location of MP°P shed light on the behavior that postural 
control has after barefoot practice. The BF was the one that presented the highest 
frequency of changes in the location of the MP°P, something that other authors 
have studied (Hohmann et al., 2016), which has not been studied in static 
situations like the present study. What is known is that the runners, after finishing 
the protocol, tend to charge their body weight more on the dominant foot, a fact 
that was shown here in the group of subjects who ran barefoot. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

In conclusion, it can be stated that running barefoot for 20 min at 3.05 ms-1 did not 
produce important modifications in the dimensions of the foot, except for those 
registered on the not-dominant foot, leading to the flattening of the MLPA. Also, 
barefoot running produced smaller increases in the not dominant foot in the values 
of plantar pressure, and smaller decreases on the plantar support surface than 
running with shoes. 

 

The present study provides information that allows understanding in greater depth 
the behavior shown by the foot morphology and the distribution of plantar 
pressures by depriving of sport shoes, posing new questions on the postural 
balance of sports people, which is aimed to be further studied. 
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